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UNIQUE ENTERTAINMENT FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT
Drawing Booth provides sophisticated quick portraits hand-drawn by top artists 
using the latest technology. Our artists mingle in your crowd adding surprise and 
excitement, leaving your guests with a gift they will not forget.

Hand-drawn, Instantly Shareable, Custom Branding & Mobile Printing.

Available locally in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, and London, with travel in 
between and internationally.



LIVE EVENT PORTRAITS 
Our signature minimalist portraits with 
mobile printing and custom branding

HOW IT WORKS
Our artists mingle in your crowd drawing your guests’ portraits 
where they are (no waiting in line!). Drawings are emailed to 

the guests and printed on the spot.

Once the artist begins sketching, guests are attracted by the 
activity and request to have their own portraits drawn.

Digital artworks are quick and hassle free. Be part of the latest 
trends in digital artmaking with a hand-drawn style.
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Skip the table for your prints and have the artist 
wear the printer for instant gifts!

Have a display in mind? Contact us for inspiration.

MOBILE PRINTING



SUGGESTED ARTIST TO GUEST RATIO 
1-2 50-150 | 2: 60-250 | 3: 150-350 | 4-6 / 400+ 

Please note that not every guest may be interested in being drawn 
themselves but may enjoy the performance regardless.

*Estimates are based on typical 3 hour events and vary on guest 
participation, accommodative conditions, and adequate lighting. 

Drawing Booth works with talented artists capable of 
creating a minimalist portrait in just a few minutes. 

Our artists provide a sophisticated experience in both 
their creative and personal styles and are trained to 

mingle and help your guests have a good time. 

These are NOT caricatures. 
These are sophisticated minimalist portraits.

OUR APPROACH



Our signature style is a black and white 
flattering minimalist portrait. 

If no other specific style is chosen this is what you can expect. 

We allow the artists to use their best judgement in the moment if no other event style direction is 
given. Style changes may include a dash of color or integrating a full body drawing if it is within 

the artist’s available timeframe.

EXPLORE OUR STYLES





CUSTOM BRANDING

BACKGROUND STYLES
Each event is given custom treatement. 

View more examples on our website.

Send us your logos and event materials or design your own 
with our template!



ADDITIONAL EVENT DRAWINGS
(Sample ideas)

SPEAKERS

PRESENTATIONS 

LIVE PERFORMANCES

AWARD CEREMONIES

WEDDINGS

GUESTS MINGLING

SPECIAL MOMENTS



LIVE 
PROJECTION

The entire room can watch the 
drawings come to life!

DRAWING 
VIDEOS

Enjoy videos that capture each mark the artist made. 

Great for posting on your social media!



WHAT SETS US APART

Style 
Both in drawings and with our staff.

Professionalism
A streamlined process from planning to execution.

Dedicated Team
Excited to produce your needs and vision.

Experience 
As the first digital interactive portrait service we are constantly 

working to improve our services to better suit your needs.





TOP 5 REASONS TO INCLUDE 
DRAWING BOOTH AT YOUR EVENT:

1  BESPOKE CREATIVE EXPERIENCE

2  PERSONALIZED AND MEMORABLE TAKEAWAY

3  NO WAITING “IN LINE”

4  IT’S A CONVERSATION STARTER

5  A NEW TWIST ON AN OLD FAVORITE



STORYBOARDING 

EDITORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS

PORTRAITS FROM PHOTOS

DOCUMENTARY SKETCHES

FASHION DRAWINGS

MARKETING PROMOTIONS

BRANDED CONTENT

We love brainstorming ideas with you! 
Contact us to set up a creative team consultation. 

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

SPECIAL PROJECTS
See more on our website.



CHI UKNY LA

FIND US IN YOUR CITY
We travel in between and internationally



Share the details of your event
hello@drawingbooth.com

Drawing Booth™ 
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“We hired NY Drawing Booth for a Client Event and cocktail party 

at a gallery in Chelsea. From start to finish the team was an abso-

lute pleasure to work with. They created branded templates for our 

portraits, they interacted with the guests at the party, and they gave 

them something memorable to go home with rather than cheesy 

event swag. I would highly recommend them to anyone looking for 

that special something to add to their event. Bravo!”

- Caleigh Silmser, Cadillac Fairview Corporation


